1. **PRESENT:**

AVP (Chair), Brian Stanney (Secretary), EVP, SRC(2), MO, NAO, IAO, OSO, SO, President, Treasurer, CRACCU M Editor(1), WO (2), WRO, EAO, CAO, CSO, and more than 200 members.

2. **APOLOGIES:**

3. **ABSENT:**

4. **MEETING OPENED:** 1.21pm

5. **MOTION:**

ROSSITER-SHEEHY (Procedural)

_G 01/04_ That this meeting now close.

Lost

WATSON (Procedural)

_G 02/04_ That in the interests of fairness and democracy, by virtue of standing order 2 (iv), this Special General Meeting by leave suspend the ordinary order of debate (standing order 15 in its entirety) and implement a format in accordance with the unanimous vote of the Drinking Club Committee, to allow for 30 minutes of debate with an equal amount of debate for each side, and that the President be given the penultimate right of reply, with no new information to be permitted in the movers final right of reply, none of which would be provided for should the ordinary order of debate be adhered to.

Carried by 2/3 Majority

WATSON/ FAULKNOR

_G 03/04_ That AUSA has no confidence in Kate Sutton as President.

Lost

Foreshadowed Motion

WATSON/FAULKNOR

_G 04/04_ That AUSA censure Kate Sutton for her threat to call the police on an Orientation Drinking Horn, request all bonuses contrary to binding votes be repaid and accept her public apology.

Lost

WATSON/ FAULKNOR

_G 05/04_ That this meeting endorse and support the Auckland University Drinking Club in their decision to hold a drinking horn at the immediate conclusion of this meeting.

Carried with acclamation

6. **MEETING CLOSED:** 2.32 pm

Signed as a true and correct record

Sean Kimpton, AVP, CHAIR

---

1 Motion was amended by consent of the mover and seconder from the original, which read "That the Auckland University Drinking Club be granted the sum of $1000 to be used at their absolute discretion for the purpose of providing social activities for members of AUSA including a drinking horn immediately at the conclusion of this meeting."